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Drug checking is adding a new dimension to global harm reduction. Like most drug harm 
reduction initiatives and now the global spread of vaping for nicotine, drug checking is a 
bottom up movement started by those concerned about drug user safety. With its origins 
going back some 30 years in countries like the Netherlands and Austria, drug checking in all 
its guises is gaining in popularity. From front of house technology to home testing colour 
reagent kits, this is a revolutionary approach to allowing drug users to become better 
informed in the ever-risky world of illegal drug consumption.  And while drug checking is no 
silver bullet, it has allowed disparate groups from law enforcement, harm reduction and 
club and festival promoters to start having honest conversations about how to keep people 
and their communities safer.  
 
Now of course knowing what’s in your drug does not stop you being a Muppet- taking too 
much, mixing your drugs or taking drugs when are not feeling well. But it’s good start. With 
the growth of on-site drug checking services like the Loop, we have the possibility of 
combining real time drug composition information with pragmatic harm reduction 
information. Its potential could be very big indeed. 
 
But it’s early days. The GDS2016 mini survey showed that over two thirds of people who had 
used MDMA in the last year said they would probably use pill testing facilities if they were 
available. But it also showed that the commonly use form of pill testing available to people 
around the world were reagent colour strips. Now while a negative test for MDMA on a 
Marquis test (not going dark blue / violet) will tell you your pill probably does not contain 
MDMA, beyond that the reality is that colour reagent tests even in combination won’t spot 
risky drug combinations of toxic adulterants like PMMA (see our video for further details on 
this topic  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0MbNJYoHDz8) .  
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0MbNJYoHDz8)


So GDS2018 has decided to explore the current state of play on drug checking around the 
world. We’ll be asking what drugs you had tested, what type of test you used and what the 
test told you. For those using fronts of house testing service we’ll be asking what other 
information you were given, whether that advice was new to you and whether it made a 
difference to how you used your drugs. We’ll also be asking with whom did you share this 
information. We hope the answers will allow us to advise drug testing services across the 
world to deliver services in way that people find most useful and answer questions like:  
who is most likely to get their pills tested, what methods are most commonly in use in 
different parts of the world and what information on using drugs more safely do people find 
most useful.  
 
So, if you take drugs, have ever tested drugs and want to share your experience and 
expertise with us please take some 15-30 minute to take part in the world’s biggest drug 
survey now at https://www.globaldrugsurvey.com/GDS201 

https://www.globaldrugsurvey.com/GDS201

